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Folded Tree 

 

Stamp Sets:  Christmas Lodge 

Inks:  Real Red, Early Espresso 

Accessories:  Candlelight Designer Series Paper (Holiday 2012 

Catalogue),  Big Shot, Labels Collection Framelits, Lacy Brocade Embossing 
Folder , 3.5” Circle Die, Lucky Limeade Ruffled Ribbon, Pearl Jewels, 
dimensionals 

 

 

Cardstock 
 
Cutting 

Real Red Base 5.5 x 5.5 

Early Espresso  5.25 x 4” 

Very Vanilla 5 x 3.75” 

Very Vanilla 4 x 3.5” 

Ribbon 5 inches 
  

Watch the video at http://youtu.be/ojAhc0Z3qEg 

 

Tips: 
 Run largest vanilla cardstock through Big Shot with embossing folder, leaving about 

1.5” hanging out of the folder (a place to stamp your saying). 

 Stamp saying along bottom with Real Red ink. 

 Cut out a circle with the circle die and then cut it in half. 

 Fold in about 1/3 of one end of the circle.  Fold this piece back on itself.  Fold rest of 
semi circle underneath lining up edges (really it is best to watch the video to explain 
this!). 

 Cut out the framelit die with the Big Shot (3rd smallest).  Stamp the “pot” image on the 
framelit cut out with Early Espresso ink. 

 Tape each of the tree folds down and attach tree to front of framelit. 

 Wrap ribbon around vanilla piece and attach at back. 

 Assemble all layers. 

 Add framelit piece to front of the card with dimensionals.  Add pearls strings to front of tree. 

http://youtu.be/ojAhc0Z3qEg
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       Vintage Pinecone 
 
Stamp Sets:  Watercolour Winter, Bells and Boughs 

Inks:  Chocolate Chip, Always Artichoke 

Accessories:   Big Shot, Lacy Brocade Embossing Folder, 

Dimensionals, Sponge 

Cardstock Cutting 
Very Vanilla 8.5 x 5.5” 

Very Vanilla  5.25 x 4” 

Very Vanilla 5 x 2”   

Very Vanilla 1.75 x 1.75” (2 pieces) 
 

Watch the video at   http://youtu.be/Q-PUQmISwBo 

 

 Tips: 

 Sponge the folder on the “Stampin’ Up” Logo side with chocolate chip ink. 

 Run the 5.25 x 4 “ cardstock through Big Shot in the folder. 

 Stamp vines and pinecones and saying. 

 Sponge edges of squares with chocolate chip ink. 

 Attach the 2” strip and the squares to front of the card with dimensionals. 
  

http://youtu.be/Q-PUQmISwBo
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Snowy Night (bonus card!) 
 
Stamp Sets:  Lovely as a Tree, More Merry Messages  

Inks:  Whisper White, Night of Navy 

Accessories:   White Gel Pen 

Cardstock Cutting 
Night of Navy 8.5 x 5.5” 

Whisper White  5.5 x 2” 

 

Watch the video at   http://youtu.be/vHjNAcX_8yU 

 Tips: 

 Rip the whisper white piece into a “snowbank” with curves. 

 Stamp the trees with white ink.  Stamp trees that appear closer (shorter) with 
full strength white ink.  Stamp some other trees without re-inking the stamp so 
that the trees appear further away. 

 Stamp saying with Night of Navy Ink along bottom of white cardstock. 

 Add white gel pen dots to front of card to resemble snow. 

 If desired, add 2 way glue two pen and dazzling diamonds glitter along ripped 
edge of white cardstock.  

http://youtu.be/vHjNAcX_8yU

